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Abstract
An expanding cascaded are plasma is used to deposit amorphous hydrogenated silicon
(a-Si:H). Apart from optical and chemical properties the quality is determined by
electrical parameters. A set-up for measuring dark and photo conductivity has been
implemented. The latter is measured in two ways, i.e. by a classica! two point
resistance measurement depositing silver electredes on the layer and by the so-called
Sommer-Tanner technique in which no electredes are needed. lt is demonstrated that
the results of the latter correlate with the classica! technique with a proportionality
constant of 1.4. The spectrum of the halogen lamp used to measure photo
conductivity does not match that of a sun simulator, and introduces an inaccuracy of
about a factor of three in the photo conductivity. To correct the photo conductivity for
differences in optical properties, the mobility-lifetime product is determined. This is
done by means of a Tungsten ribbon lamp.
It is found that the dark conductivity correlates with the refractive index determined
from in-situ ellipsometry and IR spectroscopy. This is thought to be caused by the
mi crostroeture of the layer. The most important layer properties have been found to
reproduce for layers deposited under the same conditions. Layer properties correlate
with deposition temperature and there has been a significant improverneut in material
quality fora layer deposited at 300°C. In that case all measured properties except for
the photo conductivity (which is one order of magnitude too low) are in the device
quality range.
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Introduetion

1. Introduetion
1. 1 Amorphous hydrogenated silicon
Over the past few decades there has been a considerable amount of research on
amorphous hydrogenated silicon (a-Si:H), since it has many industrial applications
such as in thin film transistors in LCD's, imaging arrays, color detectors,
electrophotography and in partiele detectors [1]. We will focus on the use of a-Si:H in
solar cells. The reasen for using a-Si:H is that it is much cheaper to produce than a
crystalline silicon (c-Si) cell. Just like c-Si, a-Si:H is a semi-conductor resulting in a
band structure with a valence- and a conduction band, separated by a bandgap.
Because of this bandgap the conductivity increases dramatically under illumination.
This is due to the fact that a photon can excite an electron from the valenee band to
the conduction band, where it contributes to the conductivity. The bandgap of 'goed'
material should be between 1.6 and 1.8 eV. If the bandgap is higher than 1.8 eV, the
number of photons that is able to excite an electron from the valence- to the
conduction band is too low. If, on theether hand, the bandgap is lower than 1.6 eV,
the excess energy of the electrens is too high, and will no longer be converted into
potential energy, but will be lost through heat production, thereby reducing the
efficiency of the solar cell.
If the photo conductivity is too low, there will be too much energy loss in the
material, and the electrens will not be able to reach the attached electredes resulting
in a low photo current. The photo conductivity should be as high as possible, but at
5
1
least 10" (Ocmr . Photo conductivity depends on ether properties, such as the optical
absorption and the layer thickness. When reporting or cernparing photo
conductivities, the spectrum and the intensity of the light used should be mentioned.
A more comparable quantity is the mobility-lifetime product of the electrons, which
can be obtained by dividing the photo conductivity by the absorbed photon flux and
the unit of electric charge.
A major difference between a-Si:H and c-Si is the fact that a-Si:H has a disordered
structure - not all silicon atoms are bonded with four silicon or hydrogen atoms, so
that so-called dangling honds occur. These dangling honds are recombination centers
for electrons, and thus decrease the conductivity. The concentratien of dangling bonds
can be reduced by the incorporation of hydrogen. Amorphous silicon without
hydrogen has only 0.2 at.%o dangling bonds, so only 0.2 at.%o hydrogen incorporation
is necessary. In the a-Si:H production technique that is generally used (PECVD;
sectien 1.2), it was empirically found that a hydrogen concentratien of about 10 at.%
results in the best material; with the Hot Wire deposition technique a concentratien of
only 1 at.% is needed [2]. Because of the disroption of the structure, only one
hydrogen atom should be bonded to a silicon atom, and polyhydrides like SiH2 or
SiH3 or polymer-like (SiH2)n chains are unwanted. The quantity called microstructure
(R\ defined as the SiH2 concentratien divided by the total hydrogen concentration,
should therefore be as low as possible (but at least R* <0.1 ).
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Another important quantity is the dark conductivity, which should be as low as
10
1
possible, but at least lower than 10" (O.cm)" . The dark conductivity will increase if
there are electronic states in the bandgap, so-called localized states. Apart from
dangling honds these are caused by impurities, such as oxygen and nitrogen.
Localized states make it easier for electrens to hop from the valence- to the
conduction band and vice versa, thus decreasing the photo conductivity and
increasing the dark conductivity. The ratio of the photo and the dark conductivity,
called the photo sensitivity, is another quality indication for a-Si:H, and should be at
5
least 10 .
If the demands stated above are more or less satisfied, a-Si:H will have a refractive
index of about 4.3 for the HeNe laser wavelengthof 632.8 nm.
The demands for good quality a-Si:H are summarized in table 1.1 [1,3].
table 1.1: Desired layer properties; 'Device quality '.

property
bandgap
refractive index (632 nm)
hydrogen content
microstructure (R*)
photo conductivity
dark conductivity
photo sensitivity

desired value
1.6-1.8 eV
4.3
10%
<0.1
> 10" 5 (O.cm)" 1
<1 0" 10 (O.cm)" 1
5
>10

1.2 Plasma beam deposition
The technique used in industry to produce thin amorphous silicon layers is Plasma
Enhanced Chemica! Vapor Deposition (PECVD), in which a radio-frequency (RF)
parallel-plate glow discharge is generated in silane (SiH4). With this technique, all the
quality demands have been satisfied, and solar cells can be produced. A lot of effort
has been put into reducing the costs of solar cells as they are still not cost competitive.
An important cost determining factor is the growth rate: the typically achieved growth
rate of PECVD is several A per second in the RF case, and up to 2 nm per second
using very high frequency (VHF). Industry is still interested in further increase, but
withoutlossof quality.
A few years ago, a different approach was taken by our group, using a technique
called Plasma Beam Deposition (PBD) [4]. With this method an argon/hydrogen
plasma expands into a vacuum chamber after having been created in a cascaded are.
Silane is injected in the plasma just after it enters the chamber. The plasma then
dissociates and/or ionizes the silane, carrying the radicals and ions downstream
toward a substrate on which the film is deposited. This is shown in figure l.I.
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Cascaded Are

figure 1.1: Plasma Beam Deposition setup.
The advantage of this technique is that the flux of dissociated silane particles towards
the substrate is much larger than in the PECVD case. Therefore the growth rate using
PBD is much larger, approximately 15 nm/s. However, some but not all of the quality
demands of this material have been fulfilled, and these are not always reproducible.
In table 1.2, table 1.1 is expanded with a list of the achieved qualities of the PBD
material [5].

table 1.2: Desired and achieved layer properties.
property
bandgap
refractive index (632 nm)
hydrogen content
microstructure (R*)
photo conductivity
dark conductivity
photo sensitivity

desired value
1.6-1.8 eV
4.3
10%
<0.1
> 1o- 5 (OcmY 1
<10- 10 (OcmY 1
>10 5

achieved value
1.6-1.8
4.2

10-25%
>0.2
10-6
10-12
10

6

~~------~----------~----------~

We see here that all but two of the properties have the right value. Those are the
microstructure and the photo conductivity. Therefore, special attention has to be
given to these two properties. Because we were not able to perform the conductivity
measurements ourselves the work discribed in this thesis focuses on the
implementation of these techniques.
The main goal of the a-Si:H project, which is funded by NOVEM, is to deposit
'device quality' material, using the expanding plasma beam technique, with large
growth rates (>10 nm/s).
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Theory

2. Theory

2.1 Density of states

Like crystalline silicon (e-S i), amorphous
hydrogenated silicon (a-Si:H) 1s a
semiconductor. Figure 2.1
depiets
schematically the electronic density of
states (DOS) versus the energy of a
semiconductor. The conduction band
states are called extended states because
they cannot be attributed to a single atom.
There are no statesin the bandgap.

en.
0

wienee

conduction

bandgap

band

band

0

EV

E
_____..

jigure 2.1: Electronic density of states of
a crystalline semiconductor.

The DOS for a-Si:H is shown in figure
valenee
conduction
band
band
2.2 [6]. Just like c-Si, a-Si:H has a en.
bandgap, caused by the splitting of the
bonding and anti-bonding states of the gf
covalent bond [7]. In general there are
defectslatos
taill
two differences in the density of states
st:ates 1 f
distributions of c-Si and a-Si:H. First, all
I
Si:H has a disordered structure - the Si
Ee
E
atoms are bonded at slightly varying
_____..
angles and distances. Because of this, so- figure 2.2: Electronic density of stafes of
called tail states occur, positioned around a-Si:H.
the band edges, resulting in a bandgap that is not well defined. Secondly, impurities
such as oxygen or nitrogen atoms as well as dangling honds give rise to defect states,
in the center of the gap. The tail states as well as the defect states are localized states
(contrary to extended states), implying that their mobility is small.

8

-

I

I

I

2.2 Dark conductivity
The dark conductivity of a-Si:H is determined by the density of charge carriers in the
conduction band, and by their mobility. The localized states do not contribute to the
conductivity because the mobility (due to hopping) of these charge carriers is three
orders of magnitude lower than that ofthe extended states [6].
The conduction is controlled by excitation and recombination, as shown in figure 2.3.
An electron can be excited from the valenee band by absorption of a thermal phonon.
In a crystalline semiconductor excitation can only occur in one step (a); however, due
to the midgap statesin a-Si:H electrenscan also be excited in two steps (b). Similarly,
recombination can be direct (c) or indirect via localized states (d). Finally, an electron
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can be trapped in a state, after which it may be re-excited (e). Todetermine whether a
localized state behaves as a trap or a recombination center, the demarcation level Ed is
defined: above Ed it behaves like a trap and below Ed the majority behaves like
recombination centers.
conduction band

valenee band
a)

b)

c)

d)

e)

figure 2.3: Excitation and recombination processes: a) direct excitation, b)
excitation .from a localized state, c) direct recombination with a hole, d)
indirect recombination, and e) trapping and re-excitation.
An important parameter in the conductivity is the mobility, which is defined as the
drift velocity (v) per unit applied electric field (E).
V

(2.1)

j.l=-

e

The conductivity is given by
(2.2)
where n and p are the concentrations and J.le and J.lh the mobilities of respectively the
electrens and the holes and e is the unit of electric charge. Since in a-Si:H the hole
mobility is about 10 times smaller than the electron mobility [8] and in intrinsic
material the densities n and p are equal we can approximate the conductivity by
(2.3)
The electron density in the conduction band, as a function of energy and temperature,
is given by

n = r~ g(E)f(E)dE,

JE,

(2.4)

with g(E) the density of states andf(E) the Fermi-Dirac electron distribution function.
f(E) can be approximated by the Boltzmann distribution, as the energy in the
conduction bandE is much larger than the Fermi energy E1 which is positioned near
midgap:

f ( E)

8

oe

exp( - E-E)
kT f .

(2.5)

Theory

Here T is the temperature and kis Boltzmann's constant. Evaluating the integral in
(2.4), assuming that the density of statesis constant in the conduction band, leads to

(J

= (J 0 exp(- Ea)
kT '

(2.6)

where cr 0 is a constant and Ea=Ec-Ef is called the activatien energy. Equation (2.6)
describes the conductivity as a function of the temperature. Increasing the
temperature will lead to more excitations of electrens by thermal phonons and
therefore to a higher conductivity.

2.3 Photo conductivity
When an a-Si:H film is illuminated the situation described above changes. The
excitation of electrens to the conduction band will now be determined by photo
excitation rather than thermal phonon excitation. Equation (2.3) remains valid: the
conductivity averaged over the thickness can be written as
(J p

=G-r·e"
,..-,

(2.7)

with -r the lifetime of the electrens and G the excitation rate averaged over the
1
thickness of the layer. G can be written as
(2.8)

F is the photon flux (the number of photons per unit area and time), and A is the
absorption, which can be expressed in R (the reflection) and T (the transmission). dis
the film thickness and 11 the quanturn efficiency (which can be chosen unity when the
photon energy is larger than the bandgap energy [6]). Then G is the number of
excited electrens per unit volume and time.

1

Using Beer's law: !(x)= l 0 e-m with 10 =(1-R)F = incident flux, and I(d)=T·F =
transmitted flux, we get for the excitation rate at position x: G '(x)=I(x)·a·1J. The
average excitation rateisthen given by:
G

=.}_ r(;' (x)dx = a1Jlo ra e-mdx = 1Jlo (l-e-ad)= F (1- R- T) 1J,

d Jo
d Jo
d
where F, R, and T are functions of the wavelength.

d
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2.4 Mobility-lifetime product
We see from the observations above that the measured photo conductivity is not only
a measure of the electric, but also of the optica! properties of the layer, such as the
transmission, the reflection and the layer thickness. Therefore it is better to measure
the mobility-lifetime product (J..t-r-product), which can be found by dividing the photo
conductivity by the excitation rate of the electrens and the unit of electric charge:
(j

J.l'r=_f!_

eG

(2.9)

When measuring the conductivity of a thin a-Si:H film it is commonly found that the
photo conductivity depends on the light intensity F [6,8]
(2.10)
with y a constant that usually lies between 0.5 and 1. The value ofy tells us sarnething
about the excitation and recombination characteristics of the materiaL When the light
intensity increases, more and more electrens are excited from the valenee to the
conduction band, thereby shifting the demarcation level towards the conduction band.
Thus localized states are converted from trapping into recombination centers,
decreasing the electron lifetime and therefore the conductivity. Therefore the
conductivity will increase subliniarly with light intensity.
As the photo conductivity depends on the light intensity (and therefore on G) in a
non-linear way (2.1 0), the J..t't-product also depends on the light intensity. Therefore
only J..t't-products measured at the same light intensity may be compared. The error
made when camparing J..t't-products measured with different light intensities can be
1
quite substantial .

Suppose y=O.S; that means a Poe JF, and then the ratio (R) of J..t't-products measured
at light intensities F and 2F respectively is given by:

1

R= FY/(2FJY =2_ =1.4.
eG
e2G
2r
That means an error of 40% is made, and it can be even higher for larger intensities.
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3. Experimental set-up

3. 1 Plasma beam deposition

He-Ne laser

Argon/Hydrogen

A

I

Loadlock

Detector

figure 3.1: Plasma Beam Deposition setup.

In tigure 3.1 the plasma beam deposition setup is shown [5]. On the right side the
plasma source, the cascaded are, is depicted. It consists of ten water-cooled, insulated
copper plates stacked between the anode plate, and three thoriated tungsten cathode
tips [9]. A power supply can feed power through the are, ionizing the feed gas (an
Argon/Hydrogen mixture) which is injected at the rear of the are. The gas pressure in
the are is about 0.5 bar. About 1 cm downstream from the nozzle, silane (SiH4) is
injected. It is dissociated by the plasma and expands (typical velocity v.::::103 m/s;
typical radical flow <1>.::::1022 -1023 m· 2s. 1) into the vacuum chamber (pvessel.:::: 0.2 mbar).
In the chamber the plasma strikes the substrate, which is mounted on a holder. This
holder is transported from the loadlock to the vessel by a magnetically coupled
manipulation arm, and clamped into a yoke. Temperature is monitored with three
thermocouples placed in the yoke, in the sample holder, and in a copper dummy
sample attached to the yoke. We measured the true sample temperature by means of
IR thermometry, and compared this to the temperatures measured with the
thermocouples [10]. With this technique, the intensity of an IR laser beam which is
reflected on a doubly polished crystalline silicon sample is measured. Due to internal
reflections coherent interference occurs, which is temperature dependent because of
the temperature dependenee of the refractive index of c-Si. Therefore the magnitude
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of the detected signal changes periodically with changing temperature. When running
a silane plasma, a layer is grown on the c-Si surface, which will also change the
refractive index. Since we cannot split this contribution from the one caused by the
changing temperature, IR thermometry cannot be used in a silane plasma.
An in situ ellipsometer, consisting of a HeNe laser (632.8 nm), a polarizer (P), a
rotating analyzer (A) and a detector is also shown [5, 11]. In situ ellipsometry is a
technique with which the refractive index can be determined during deposition of the
layer. The linearly polarized laser light is incident on the sample. As the reflection
coefficients of the components parallel and perpendicular to the plane of incidence
are different, the reflected light will be elliptically polarized. From the change of
polarization the complex refractive index can be determined. In determining the
refractive index, the angle of incidence should be known very accurately - the method
by which this is done is described in appendix C. Due to the multiple reflections in
the layer, the detected intensity of the signal varies periodically. From this, layer
thickness and growth rate can be determined.

The deposition setup allows for the investigation of the influence of several
parameters, such as gas flow and mixture, power supplied to the plasma, and substrate
temperature, on the quality of the deposited materiaL The setting of the various
parameters which resulted in a maximal refractive index was chosen [5]. This setting
is given in table 3 .1 .
table 3.1: Standard deposition parameter values

parameter
Are current
Ar flow
H 2 flow
SiH4 flow
Dummy temperature

value
45 A
55 scc/s
10 scc/s
6 scc/s
250 oe

3.2 Conductivity measurements
In this section two ways of measuring the conductivity are presented. The first is a
conventional technique using two deposited silver electrodes. The second is a newly
developed technique in which no electrades are needed.

3.2.1 Conductivity measurement with electrodes
The first way of measuring the conductivity is a straightforward two-point resistance
measurement. The layers used for conductivity measurements were deposited on
Coming 7059 glass substrates, which has a very high resistivity of more then 10 13
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.Ocm. Therefore only the current through the a-Si:H layer is measured. Silver
electrades are evaporated on the a-Si:H layer using a Polaron SEM sputter coating
unit E5000 operatingat 0.2 torrand 40 mA forabout 15 minutes. An aluminum mask
is placed on the layer resulting in the electrode geometry shown in figure 3.2.
a-Si:H

l= 0.0 -t 0.1 mm

figure 3.2: Electrode geometry.

The conductivity is measured by applying a voltage over the electrades and
measuring the current. The conductivity is then expressed by

lb

(3 .1)

a=Vld '

with:

1

cr = conductivity (.Ocm)" ,
V= voltage = 200 V,
I= current,
b = distance between electrades = 0.50±0.05 mm,
l =electrode length = 20.0±0.1 mm,
d =sample thickness = 0.5-2 J.lm.

3.2.2 Conductivity measurement with Sommer-Tanner metbod
Sommer and Tanner (S-T) developed a method to measure the conductivity of a twodimensional electron gas (2 DEG) on a liquid helium surface [12]. Since thin films
might also be considered two-dimensional electron gas es, the S-T method might also
be used for these. The experimentalset-up ofthe S-T method is shown in figure 3.3 .
The set-up consists of a three-electrode system above which the layer is placed at a
distance d, to form a transmission line. An AC voltage is applied to the first electrode.
The second electrode is grounded in order to shield the measurement electrode from
the driven one. Due to the capacitive coupling between electrades and layer, a current
can be detected at the third electrode. This current is amplified and its phase and
amplitude are compared to the applied voltage. Assuming the thin film can he
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considered a 2 DEG, a transmission line theory can be developed, from which the
current, measured at the third electrode, can be calculated [ 13] :

(3.2)

b) top view

a) side view
glass
a-Si:H
electrodes

L
lockm

jigure 3.3: Sommer-Tanner conductivity measurement setup;
a) side view, b) top view.

with:

I 0:
V0 :

cr 0 :
ro:
C ':
d:
w1 :
W:

L:

14

maximum current,
amplitude of the applied AC voltage,
conductance of the 2 DEG,
angular frequency of the applied AC voltage,
capacity per unit area,
distance between electrades and layer,
width of first and third electrode,
width of total electrode system,
lengthof conducting layer.

Experimentalset-up
This theory is only valid in the case that w1>>d, in order to approximate an ideal
capacitor. The only parameters in (3.2) that are not constants are the so-called twodimensional skin depth 80 , which represents the length scale over which the AC wave
will propagate, and the maximum current l. 80 only depends on the conductance the
'
frequency and the capacity. I * depends on the frequency, the capacity, the applied
voltage and the geometry of the system.
The capacitive interaction between electrades and layer causes a phase shift in the
signal. This follows from the fact that (3.2) is a complex expression. If, for instance, a
perfect conductor were placed above the electrodes, then there would be two
capacitors in series and there would be a phase shift of 90°. On the other hand, if a
perfect insuiator were placed above the electrodes, there would be no signal at all. In
a situation between these extremes there will be a phase shift between 0° and 90°
relative to the applied voltage. The phase shift can be calculated by evaluating the real
and imaginary partsof (3.2) and plotting them versus 80, as is done in figure 3.4.

1.0

I* (90C)
0.8
0.6

1-

0.4
0.2
0.0
-0.2
0.01

0.1

llö 0 (rmi 1)

1

5

figure 3.4: Realand imaginary part ofthe current against 118a-

As explained, the curves in figure 3 .4 express the real and imaginary parts of the
current (which are equal to the 0° and 90° phase shifted currents), for given frequency
and capacity. Then the left part of the plot is the high, and the right part the low
conductivity region. If, on the other hand, the capacity and the conductivity remain
constant and the frequency is changed, the same curve will appear. In practice, the
conductance of a sample is determined by measuring the 0° and 90° phase shifted
currents for a number of frequencies. Then the measured data points can be fitted to
the expected curves, and the conductance (cr0) can be calculated. The conductivity is
finally given by
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a
a=-o

(3.3)

d

The electrode system has to be designed in such a way that the technique is applicable
to a-Si:H layers, in other words that conductivities as low as possible and up to about
4
1
10" (Qcm)" can be measured. In designing the system, we have to keep in mind that
there are a few experimental restrictions: for instance, the geometry of the electrode
system is restricted by the size of the layer, that is, the length of the layer is a constant
(L=25 mm), and the width of the electrode system should be smaller than the width of
the layer (W<25 mm). Furthermore 2w1<W (figure 3.3); we use W=12 mm and w1=5
mm. The voltage is restricted by the output voltage of the function generator used
(V0=10 V).
In order to do a proper measurement, the signal has to be strong; that is, l has to be
large. The variabie parameters in l are the frequency (ro) and the capacity (C '),
which is inversely proportional to the distance between electrodes and layer, d.
Therefore, to conclude, ro bas to be high, and d bas to be small.
On the other hand we would like to measure conductivities that are as low as possible.
The only parameter that depends on the conductivity is Ö0 . From the expression for Ö0
we see that now, contrary to what is stated above, ro bas to be small, and d bas to be
high.
Now we have to keep the fundamental restrietion w1>>d in mind, i.e. d has to be
small. We used d=0.5 mm, which should be small enough tomeet this restriction, and
high enough to result in a large signal. In table 3.1 the sizes of the system and typ ical
valu es of the measured signals are listed.
table 3.1: S-T system geometry and parameter values.

parameter:

Vo
Io
cro
(I)

C'
d
WJ

w

L

value:
10V
10-9-10"7 A
I o-12 -1 o-1o n-1
50-5000 Hz
1.77*10" 14 F/mm
0.5mm
5mm
12mm
25mm

If we would change the electrode geometry the sensitivity of the technique might
improve. Evaluation of (3.2) shows that choosing W smaller and w1 larger (keeping
2w1<W in mind) increases the sensitivity. On the other hand the magnitude of the
signa! would decrease. This could be overcome by increasing the applied voltage.
With the S-T method with parameters as indicated in table 3.1, conductances of
cro> 10- 11 n· 1 can be measured. For a layer of 1 Jlm thickness this means a
7
1
conductivity of cr> 10" (Ocm)" . Since the dark conductivity for device quality a-Si:H
10
should be smaller than roughly 10" (Qcm)" 1, the S-T method can only be used for
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measuring the photo conductivity, which should be larger than about 10"5 (Ocm)" 1 for
device quality materiaL
To summarize: the S-T technique is a fast and easily applicable methad of measuring
the conductivity of conducting thin films which does nat need a contacting interface
to the layer. This is advantegeous if one wants to get an impression of crP befare ether
layer diagnostics are applied.
Experimental set-up:
The AC voltage is applied by a function generator. The detection of the signals
(applied voltage and resulting current) is done by a PC-LabCard in a computer,
therefore the current is converted to a voltage by an amplifier. Bath signals are fed in
to an analog imput channel of the PC-LabCard. The measured current is compared to
the applied voltage with a Pascal program (listed in appendix A) based on Fourier
analysis of the signals, resulting in a real and imaginary part of the current (1(0°) and
1(90°)). The signals measured when the layer was and was nat exposed to light are
recorded altemately - this is done to correct for any stray signa! when the light is off,
and the conductance is at least three orders of magnitude lower. These signals
Ostray(0°) and lstray(90°)) are subtracted from the signals measured with light on (Ip(0°)
and Ip(90°)) and averaged about 10 times. Several data points within the frequency
range of about 50 to 5000 Hz are thus obtained. At each frequency the phase angle of
the signa! is determined by

(3.4)
The conductivity can then be determined by fitting the measured phase angle
spectrum (phase angle against frequency) to the theory with Microcal Origin
software. A few phase angle spectra with different conductivities are plotted in tigure
3.4.
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figure 3. 5: Phase angle against frequency for different conductivities: a)
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3.3 Dark conductivity
To measure the dark conductivity, the samples should first be annealed. There are two
reasons for this. First, water vapor might by adsorbed to the layer. By annealing this
will evaparate and be pumped away. If we measure the conductivity with water on
the layer, the conductivity will appear to be too high. The second reason for annealing
is to reverse the Staebler-Wronski effect [14] - they discovered that both the dark and
photo conductivity of a-Si:H can be reduced by several orders of magnitude by
illumination with intense light. It is believed that recombining electron-hole pairs
result in the generation of dangling honds. These dangling honds act as recombination
centers, thereby decreasing the conductivity. Annealing reverses the Staebler-Wronski
effect by decreasing the dangling bond density.
By measuring the conductivity during cooling down after annealing, the activation
energy can be determined. The dark conductivity is found by extrapolating to room
temperature. A sample holder, shown in figure 3 .6, has been developed to control the
temperature and measure the conductivity.
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Thennocouple

Air cooling
in

Heaters

out

figure 3. 6: Dark conductivity measurement setup.

A thermocouple is attached to a dummy sample to measure the temperature with a
computer. The sample holder is placed in a vacuum chamber to pump off water
vapor. The measuring procedure is started with heating the sample from room
temperature to 160 oe; then the vacuum pump is tumed on. Mter annealing for about
30 minutes, the pump and heaters are tumed off, and the sample is cooled down. To
speed up the cooling down, there is a possibility of air cooling. While cooling down,
the conductivity is determined by measuring the current through the layer when
applying a voltage over the electrodes, again computer controlled. Thus a file
containing the conductivity versus the temperature is obtained, from which the
activatien energy and the dark conductivity can be determined. This is shown in
tigure 3.7. The computer program is listed in appendix A.
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figure 3. 7: Dark conductivity measurement; ad indicates dark conductivity
and Ea activation energy.

3.4 Photo conductivity
To compare the results of photo conductivity measurements to literature, the intensity
and spectrum of the light should be known. Usually a sun simulator with an intensity
2
of 100 mW/cm and a spectrum AM1.5 (the spectrum of sunlight at theequator with
an atmosphere of 1.5 timesits actual thickness) is used. Because we were not able to
use a sun simulator, a halogen lamp with a different spectrum was used; this is
discussed in detail in section 4. 3 .1.
The conductivity can be measured in two ways, i.e. by the Sommer-Tanner method or
by the electrode method. If we want to know the dark conductivity, we have to use
the electrode method because the S-T method is not sensitive enough, as pointed out
before. In that case it is easier to use the electrode method to measure the photo
conductivity as well. The S-T method can be used as a first indication of the photo
conductivity and the photo sensitivity (crp/crd).

3.5 Mobility-lifetime product
For measuring the mobility-lifetime product (J..L't), the absolute absorbed photon flux
has to be known, since Jl't is defined as the photo conductivity divided by the
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absorbed photon flux. Therefore a tungsten ribbon lamp is used, as its irradiated
photon flux can be calculated from the current through the rib bon. lt is of importance,
that every absorbed photon is converted into an electron-hole pair (i.e. the quanturn
efficiency equals one). Since this is only the case when the photon energy is larger
than the bandgap energy (about 750 nm), and the tungsten ribbon lamp mainly
irradiates photons with lower energy, a band pass filter which is only transparent in a
narrow wavelength range around 550 nm is used. The setup is shown in figure 3.8.
Tungsten ribbon band pass filter
lamp
lens

layer

/
/
/
/
/
/

/
/
/
/

/
/
/
/
/

ribbon projection

/

I

/

I
I

I
I
I
I

I
I

I

ftgure 3. 8: Mobility-lifetime measurement set-up.
The tungsten ribbon is projected onto the gap between the electrodes. If we know the
magnification (Nm) of this projection the incident photon flux can, according to De
Vos [15] be calculated by
(3 .5)
with:
F

2

=incident photon flux per unit time and radiated area (m' s'\
NdeVos = radiated energy per unit time, wavelength, solid angle, and radiating
area (Js-1 m-2 sr-1 m-1) ,
n
= solid angle (sr),
E~. = hc!Ä = photon energy (J).
Tj
= transmission of band pass filter.
We can calculate the averaged absorbed photon flux by multiplying the incident
photon flux with the averaged absorption. Because of the fact that these are both
functions of the wavelength, they should be integrated at the same time. Thus,
(3 .6)
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with:

G = averaged absorbed photon flux per unit volume (m-3s- 1),
R = reflection of the layer,

T = transmission of the layer,
d = layer thickness (m).

lf we know the current through the ribbon (we used 8.67 A), we know the radiation
temperature ofthe lamp (1873 K) and we can calculate the true temperature (2014 K).
Then we can calculate Naevos for several wavelengths and fit a polynomial through
these. This is done in appendix B.
Because we focus the ribbon on the layer by means of a lens, the solid angle is
2
determined by the lens. In our case .0.=5.02*10- Sr. The magnification can easily be
determined by dividing the image distance by the object distance. In our case
Nm=1.04. Then Gis determined by integrating over the wavelength range where the
band pass filter is transparent
Once we know G, the mobility-lifetime product (J..lt) can be determined by dividing
the measured conductivity bye (unit of electric charge) times G,
(j

J1 'r = ___]!_ •
eG

(3.7)

Note that, because crP and Gare both inversely proportional tod, J..l't is independent of
the layer thickness!

3. 6 Transmissionlreflection spectroscopy
Transmission/reflection spectroscopy is a technique used for several purposes, such as
determining the bandgap energy, the refractive index, and layer thickness [16]. The
light souree used is a cascaded are buming a xenon plasma. The advantage of this
souree is the high intensity combined with a narrow beam and broad wavelength
spectrum. The light passes through the layer that is deposited on coming 7059 glass.
The transmitted intensity is detected in a spectrograph consisting of a Pellin-Broca
prism as a dispersive element and a 1024 element photodiode array (PDA). Thus, the
complete visible spectrum can be measured at once.
In order to measure the reflection, the beam is reflected at the layer at a small angle
(5°). The reflected beam is again directed to the PDA using three mirrors. The
absorption of the material is then given by
A=1-R-T.

(3 .8)

A typical absorption per unit thickness spectrum is given in tigure 3.9.
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figure 3. 9: Typical absorption per unit thickness spectrum.

3. 7 Fourier transfarm intrared spectroscopy (FTIR)
FTIR is a technique used to determine the concentratien of different kinds of honds in
a material [11]. A spectrum of infrared radiation is sent through an a-Si:H layer and
the transmission is determined. The different kinds of honds in the material can
absorb the radiation if the frequency is equal to a vibrational eigenfrequency.
Therefore, from the position of the absorption peak the bond can be identified. When
the oscillator strength of a certain bond is known, the number of honds can be
determined by multiplying with the integrated absorption of the peak. The
concentratien is then obtained by dividing by the partiele density of the material
3
(which is taken to be the density of c-Si, 5.2·1022 cm- ).
A typical FTIR spectrum of a-Si:H is shown in tigure 3 .1 0. We see a background
transmission spectrum (dashed line) with three absorption peaks caused by the
different SiH bonds. In the background spectrum we see two maxima and one
minimum caused by interference in the layer, from which the thickness and IR
refractive index of the layer can be determined. Then the absorption peaks are fitted
with Gaussian functions, resulting in three parameters: the position, width and height,
from which the integrated absorption can be determined.
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figure 3.10: Typical FTIR transmission spectrum and calculated absorption
spectrum.
A list of the possible honds in a-Si:H and their frequencies and oscillator strengths is
given in table 3 .2.

table 3.2: Bonds and wavenumber in a-Si:H.
VVavenurnber(crn-) Oscillator strength A (' 10 1:"1 cm-..:)
Bond
SiHx
SiH
SiH2
(SiH2)n

SiO
SiN

24

630
2000
2080-2090
880
2090-2140
890
845
950-1100
840-1000

2.1
9
22
?
?
?
?
?
?

Results

4. Results
4.1 Cantacts
In order to do a proper measurement of the conductivity the contacts need to make a
perfect connecting interface with the a-Si:H layer, and they may not have any
influence on the electronic properties of the layer. Some metals (like Au, Cr or Ni)
are known to intermix with their substrates [17] forming aso-called Schottky harrier
at the metal semi-conductor interface [7], which causes a non-ohmie I-V
characteristic. At first we used gold electrodes, but because of the reasons discussed
above we used silver contacts which do notforma Schottky harrier. Figure 4.1 shows
the I-V characteristics of both types of contacts.

1

10

1

V(Voh)
figure 4.1: I-V characteristic of a layer with Ag cantacts (RS038), and one
with Au cantacts (RS079).

For low voltages (V<5 Volt) the measurements have a large uncertainty. For voltages
higher than 10 Volt both the Ag and the Au electrades behave ohmic. Nevertheless,
we only used Ag electrades in the following experiments.

4.2 Dark conductivity
The dark conductivity is measured as described in 2.2. A typical measurement is
shown in figure 4.2.
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figure 4.2: Dark conductivity measurement ofRSJ36.

4.3 Photo conductivity
4.3.1 Lamp calibration
For measuring the photo conductivity a sun simulator, with an intensity of 100
2
mW/cm should be used. A spectrum ofthe sun is shown in tigure 4.3.
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figure 4.3: Spectrum ofthe sun. ( ...) Outside atmosphere, (--) AM1.5; (1)
absorption by water vapor, (2) absorption by

co2.
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We used a halogen lamp and tried to calibrate it
by camparing the results to these of samples
measured with a sun simulator. In order to do
this, we tried to adjust the spectrum and
intensity by using filters and changing the
distance between the lamp and the sample, in
such a way, that the photo currents measured
with the halogen lamp matched the ones
measured with the sun simulator. In table 4.1,
The photo currents measured with a sun
simulator are given.

table 4.1: Photo currents
measured with a sun
simulator.

sample
RS038
RS039
RS053
RS057

I (10. A)
0.92
0.62
2.58
1.68

At fi.rst we measured the photo currents of the four samples at different distances of
the halogen lamp with unfiltered light. These results are shown in figure 4.4. On the
left axis we see the measured photo currents of the four samples for five different
lamp distances. On the right axis the photo currents measured with the sun simulator
are shown. For every sample there is one distance at which the measured photo
current corresponds with the sun simulator value. We see, that these values are not the
same, but that the thicker the sample gets, the larger the distance between lamp and
sample should be.
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figure 4.4: measuredphoto currents versus lamp distance (r) (see text).

This means that the spectrum of the halogen lamp contains relatively more radiation
that will be absorbed in thicker layers than the spectrum of the sun simulator. This
can be understood from the fact that the halogen lamp has a lower temperature then
the sun, and therefore contains relatively more radiation with langer wavelengtbs
(red), which will be absorbed more in thicker samples.
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In order to prove this, we measured the spectrum of the halogen lamp, with and
without a blue filter, with a monochromator. The results are shown in tigure 4.5. We
see from this graph, that the halogen lamp behaves more or less like a black body

halogen larrp

: :j

halogen larrp

+bluefilter

1D
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cti

-w

<3e:n
5D

IR-

Yello.nt
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iiD

\N8\elength (nm)

figure 4. 5: spectrum of halogen lamp with and without blue filter. (. ..) Shows
bestfit to Planck's law, with T=3400 K

radiator, with a radiative temperature of about 3400 K. Knowing that the surface of
the sun has a temperature of 5700 K, this means that the spectrum of the lamp has
relatively too much red radiation in its spectrum as speculated above. Furthermore,
we see that using a blue filter cuts off most of the red light, as it's supposed to do.
Using a blue filter, however, prevents the radiation from being black body-like.
Therefore, a blue filter does notimprave the quality of the lamp. This is supported by
the fact that when measuring the four calibrated samples, with the filtered light, there
is no impravement in the variatien of the distance at which the lamp should be
placed!
We also measured the photo conductivity of a PECVD device quality a-Si:H layer
(Matsuda 12083) using the electrode methad and unfiltered light. This layer was first
annealed to reverse the Staebler-Wronski effect. The measured conductivity was <J =
5
1
2.0*10" (.O.cmr . The photo conductivity ofthis layer, measured by a sun simulator,
as reported by the supplier, is <J = 1.0*10"4 (Qcmr 1. So we have here a difference of
over a factor offive, induced by the poor lamp quality. However, we do not know the
intensity and the spectrum of this sun simulator; they might have used an AM1
instead of an AM1. 5 simulator, so we can not really campare these values.
For the experiments in this report we used the unfiltered light, and determined the
lamp distance by averaging the four lamp distances measured with PBD samples.
Then, for normal thicknesses between 500 and 1000 nm, an uncertainty of
approxiamtely a factor of three in the conductivity is expected.
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4.3.2 Sommer-Tanner conductivity measurements
In tigure 4.6, a Sommer-Tanner (S-T) spectrum of the Matsuda 12083 layer, is
shown. The squares and circles are respectively the in-phase, and 90° phase shifted
measured currents. The lines are best fits to the theory. In tigure 4.7, this data is
converted to the phase angle spectrum.
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1
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figure 4. 6: Sommer-Tanner spectrum of a device quality layer (Matsuda
12083).
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figure 4. 7: Phase angle spectrum ofMatsuda 12083.

The calculated conductivity is cr0 = (2.3±0.1 )* 1o-9 .n- 1. Given the thickness of 1 ~m,
this means the conductivity is cr = (2.3±0.1 )* 1o- 5 (.QcmY 1. Mter depositing cantacts
1
5
on this layer, we measured a conductivity of cr = 1.5*10- (.QcmY . Note that this
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value is different than reported insection 4.3.1, because the layer was not annealed
fint.
A comparison between the two methods of measuring photo conductivity was also
made for PBD layers. The results of this comparison are shown in figure 4.8. The
error bars shown in the S-T data are the uncertainties given by the fit procedure. We
see from this graph, that the conductivity measured by the S-T method is about a
factor 1.4 higher than the ones measured with the electrode technique, consistent with
the factor 1. 5 found for the Matsuda layer.
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figure 4.8: Comparison ofthe two techniques ojmeasuring photo
conductivity.

We have to notice here that the difference between the two methods is that in the S-T
method the light is incident on the glass substrate and in the electrode method it' s
incident on the layer. The absorption of a typicallayer in these two cases is measured
and shown in figure 4.9. The absorption in the S-T set-up is higher than in the
electrode set-up (in this case about 25%), which will increase the measured
conductivity by the same amount and therefore partially explains the difference of a
factor of 1.4. The additional discrepancy may be explained by the fact that with the ST technique the AC and with the electrode technique the DC conductivity is
measured. The AC conductivity is known to rise by approximately one order of
magnitude when the frequency is increased from 100Hz to 10kHz [18]. On the other
hand we see no change in conductivity in that frequency range from figure 4.6.
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figure 4.9: Absorption of a typicallayer with glass facing the lamp (ST) and layer facing the lamp (electrodes).

4.3.3 'Y-factor
As expressed by (2.10), the photo conductivity has a non-linear dependenee on the
light intensity (F). In order to determine the exponential factor y, the photo
conductivity was measured as a function ofthe applied light intensity. We varied the
intensity by placing the lamp further from or closer to the layer. lts intensity is
assumed to be inversely proportional to the square of the lamp distance. The
conductivity is plotted versus the light intensity on a double logarithmic scale. Then y
can easily be found by determining the gradient of this curve. This is shown in tigure
4.10.
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ftgure 4.10: Determination of the

y-jactor.

We see here that y equals 1. This was the case for all the deposited layers.

4.4 Mobility lifetime measurements
The mobility-lifetime product is measured as described in sectien 3.5. The irradiated
photon flux of the tungsten ribbon lamp, the transmission of the band pass filter and
the absorption of the layer are shown in tigure 4.11. The absorbed photon flux can
then be calculated by multiplying these for every wavelength. This is shown in tigure
4.12.
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figure 4.11: (a) Averaged absorption spectrum ofRSJ38, and irradiated
photonjlux ofTungsten ribbon lamp; (b) Transmission of band pass .filter.
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figure 4.12: Absorbed photonjlux ofRSJ38.

The absorbed photon flux can be calculated by integrating the spectrum of figure 4.12
19
1
over the wavelength. In this case G=2.7·10 (cm·\- ). Then, from the measured
8
conductivity under irradiation with the tungsten ribbon lamp (<Jp=7.3·10" (Qcm)" 1)
8
2
the mobility-lifetime product can be calculated. In this case, Jlt=2·10· (cm V 1) .
According to Tsuo and Luft [1] the device quality value for the mobility-lifetime
7
2 1
product is: f.l'r-2·10· (cm V ) . However, Vonder Linden [3] states that the device
quality mobility-lifetime product value, measured with Thermally Stimulated
4
2
1
Conductivity (TSC) is: f.l'r-1·10· (cm V ). The mobility-lifetime product of a PBD
6
2
1
sample (RS091) measured with TSC was: f.l'r-2·10- (cm V ) whereas measured with
8
2
So there is a discrepancy of a factor of 40. However,
our method: J.l'r-5·10- (cm
the incident photon flux used with TSC is six to seven orders of magnitude lower than
the one we used. Assuming a y of 0.8, the mobility-lifetime product measured with
TSC can be 25 times higher than using our method! (see footnote on page 10)
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4.5 Homogeneity
In earlier experiments, the homogeneity of
Sample holder
the deposited layers was questioned. These
layers were deposited on square c-Si or
corning 7059 glass substrates (25x25 mm).
It was assumed that the inhomogeneity was
due to the changing flow around the clamps
which conneet the c-Si substrate to the
sample holder (figure 4.13) and therefore
was not a fundamental feature, e.g. an
inhomogenous plasma beam. To check this
idea we performed a few depositions on
round c-Si wafers (0 76 mm). Because figure 4.13: Sample holderand Si
these substrates are much larger than the substrate configuration.
ones normaly used, we can check the layer
inhomogeneity due to spatial plasma variations. The depositions were carried out
under standard settings (section 3.1). The homogeneity was tested by measuring the
sample thickness on various places on the Si wafer by using a 'Talystep 1'
profilometer. With a metal pen a scratch was made through the a-Si:H layer, without
carving the Si substrate. In the profilometer, an extremely thin diamond pen scans
over the layer and through the scratch, while very accurately recording its vertical
position. From this the thickness of the layer can be determined.
ffi~~----------------------~
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clamp spot
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position (rrni

(a)
(b)
figure 4.14: (a) Deposited wafer WOOJ. {+) indicates center ofplasma beam.
(b) Measured layer thicknesses at positions indicated in (a).

The result of the first wafer deposition (W001) is shown in figure 4.14. We see two
fringes in this picture, caused by thickness variation from the center of the plasma
beam to the outside. We also see a few fringes (more than indicated, and close
together) around the place where the sample was clamped to the sample holder. From
measurements with the profilometer (figure 4.14b) we see that the fringes around the
clamp are caused by a large increase in thickness of about a factor four. The
concentrica1 fringes are caused by a small decrease in thickness from the center to the
edge of the wafer. The magnitude of this decrease cannot be determined accurately,
34
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because the error of measurement is approximately the same. We also checked if the
scratch made by the metal pen is not deeper than the layer thickness, i.e. cuts through
the c-Si wafer. Therefore, we tried to make a scratch in the wafer at the spot were it
was clamped to the hol der. The depth of this scratch however was smaller than 100
nm (tigure 4.14b ), which is approximately the measuring accuracy.
To check whether this strongly increasing thickness was caused by the damp, we
performed a second deposition, in which the wafer was damped to the holder in a
different place. This is shown in tigure 4.15. The fact that the center of the plasma
beam is not in the middle of the wafer is because the wafer was not placed at the
center of the sample helder.
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figure 4.15: Depositedwafer (W002) . (+) indicates center ojplasma beam.(b)
Measured layer thicknesses at positions indicated in (a).

Not indicated in tigure 4.15 are tive fringes around the damp spot, within a range of
3 mm. Thererfore we can condude that the damping causes small thickness
inhomogeneity. However, the widespread fringes at the left of the wafer remain
present, so they must be caused by the inhomogeneity of the plasma beam. To
understand this, we have to focus on the way the plasma is generated (section 3.1).
The Ar/H2 plasma is created inside the cascaded are. Outside the nozzle silane is
injected. In the experiments described above we used an ordinary pipe. It is not hard
to imagine that this causes an inhomogenous plasma. So in future experiments we
used a circular pipe with 8 holes in order to try to create a more homogeneaus plasma
beam. This is shown in tigure 4.16.
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Cascaded are
PlasmaBeam

Argon
Silane
injection ring

(+Hydrogen)

figure 4.16: schematic drawing of circular silane injection ring in deposition
setup.

With this new silane injection system we deposited another wafer, to check if there
was any improvement. The result is shown in tigure 4.17.
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figure 4.17: Deposited wafer (W003). Deposition performed with circular
silane injection. {+) indicates center ofplasma beam .. (b) Measured layer
thicknesses at positions indicated in (a).

Now we do not see the fringes on the top of the wafer anymore, so we can conclude
that the circular silane injection improves the plasma beam homogeneity. However,
we can still see three concentric fringes. From tigure 4.17b we see that there is a
thickness inhomogeneity of about 25% over 50 mm. We believe however that for the
samples we normaly use (25><25 mm) the inhomogeneity is small enough. However,
if we want to deposite larger samples (10x10 cm), the inhomogeneity might be too
large- more research has to be doneon this.
A disadvantage of the circular silane injection is that the deposition rates were
decreased by over a factor of two, from the avarage 15 nm/s obtained with pipe
injection to 6-7 nm/s with circular injection, using standard deposition settings (table
3.1).
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4.6 Temperafure dependenee
An important parameter for the quality of the deposited layer is the temperature. It is
known that different deposition techniques require different temperatures for optima!
layer quality. Therefore it is important to determine the optimal temperature for our
deposition technique. The result of several measurements using IR thermometry was
that the temperature of the thermocouples while running the pasma did not match that
of the sample. The thermal contact between the sample and the sample holder is not
optimal and the equilibrium temperature is practically entirely determined by the
balance between the incoming energy flux of the plasma and the outgoing energy flux
due to radiation. Therefore, at the moment, the effect of any thermostratien is small.
Improverneut can be obtained by improving the contact between sample and sample
holder, for instanee by applying a back flow.
The sample temperature versus time
~~------------------------~
in a standard plasma is shown in
tigure 4.18. We see that the sample
reaches its equilibrium temperature
of about 360°C within three
minutes. For the moment we can
only
adjust
the
deposition
temperature by varying the time
during which the sample was
o~~~~-=ffi~~~~~m~~~~~~~~m~~E~-=~
exposed to the plasma. If we
tirre (s)
perferm a deposition, we start with
an argon plasma to heat up the
jigure 4.18: Sample temperafure versus
sample; then after some time we
time in a 45 A, 55 scc/s Ar plasma.
inject hydragen and subsequently
silane. From measurements we know that the flux on the sample in case of an Ar/H2
or an Ar/H2/SiH4 plasma is roughly half that of an Ar plasma. Then, if we know the
exact time the sample has been exposed to a certain plasma, we can estimate its
temperature using a simple model explained in appendix D.
0

We performed three depositions
(RS130-RS132) with different
heating times in order to obtain
different deposition temperatures
and we used standard deposition
gas flow settings (Ar/HiSiH4=
55/10/6 scc/s). The deposition
procedures with the temperatures
before each stage are listed in
table 4.2.
In the model that determines the
deposition temperature the sample
holder temperature is a parameter.
It is measured with a thermo-

table 4.2: Deposition procedure for
temperafure series.

layer
RS130

RS131

RS132

time (s)
0
15
30
75
0
65
80
125
0
304
315
361

plasma
Ar
+H2
+SiH4
end
Ar
+H2
+SiH4
end
Ar
+H2
+SiH4
end

Tsample (°C)
20
100
130
180
20
250
230
210
20
290
260
220
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couple and is relatively constant during deposition due to its large mass. These
temperatures were 30, 50, and 100 oe respectivily for RS130-RS132. Because ofthe
fact that an equilibrium is reached within a short period of time we were not able to
vary the deposition temperature as much as we would have liked to. The starting
temperatures varied from 130 up to 260 °C; the end temperatures however varied
only from 180 up to 220 °C.
The layers were investigated with in-situ ellipsometry, FTIR spectroscopy, and darkand photo conductivity measurements. The resulting layer parameters are listed in
table 4.3.

table 4.3: Layer parameters ofRSJ30-RSJ32.
layer
refractive index

sample temperature
hydrogen content
SiH content
SiH2 content
microstructure
photo conductivity

nHeNe
niR
dHeNe (nm)
d1R (nm)
dTR (nm)
Tsam_J>le COC)
[SiHx] (%)
[SiH] (%)
[SiH2] (%)
R
crP (Qcmt

RS130
3.2-3.4
2.0
320
417
359
130-180
23
6.9
17
0.50
8·10-lS

dark conductivity

crd (Ocmt

1·10-

photo sensitivity

crP/crd
Ea (eV)
J.L't (cm2V

6·10J

2·10J

1·10J

1.1
2·10-:1

1.2
1·10-:1

1.2
1·10-:1

thickness

activatien energy
mobility-lifetime product

1
)

1

RS131
3.2
2.3
300
369
361
230-210
21
5.9
20
0.57
2·107·10-

RS132
3.6
2.2
260
380
365
260-220
20
6.5
14
0.47
2·102·1 o-u;

1

"

-'

We see here that there is no distinct relation of most parameters with increasing
temperature. However, from some parameters (refractive index, hydrogen content,
photo conductivity) we tentatively conclude that the layer deposited at the highest
temperature is the best.

4. 7 Reproducibility
The PBD deposition setup allows for the variatien of many parameters. In order to
perform a useful optimalization the layers at a certain setting should reproduce. To
check this, a reproducibility experiment of four layers (RS 133-RS 136) was
performed. These layers were deposited with higher silane flow than normal (1 0
scc/s) because of the lower deposition rates obtained due to the circular silane
injection. Because ofthe temperature control problems discussed above, the following
deposition procedure was followed:
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•

•
•
•
•
•

Run an Argon plasma to clean the vessel and warm up the yoke to an equilibrium
temperature for about an hour. The sample holder with the c-Si and Corning glass
substrates is placed in the vacuum loadlock.
The plasma is turned off and the sample holder is transfered to the reactor.
t=O: Ar plasma is turned on (1=45 A, Ar flow=55 scc/s).
t=10 min, 23±2 s: 10 scc/s H2 is added to the plasma.
t=10 min, 40±5 s: 10 scc/s SiH4 is added to the plasma- the deposition starts.
t=11 min, 40±5 s: the plasma is turned off (that is after exactly 1 minute!).

The deposition temperature was determined in the same way as in the previous
paragraph. The sample holder temperatures were 194, 214, 212, and 218 oe for
RS 133-RS 136 respectively and the layers were monitored using in-situ ellipsometry.
Ex-situ the layers were characterized using FTIR spectroscopy, and dark- and photo
conductivity measurements. The resulting layer parameters are listed in table 4.4.
table 4.4: Layer parameters of RS133-RSJ36.

layer
refractive index

sampletemperature
hydrogen content
SiH content
SiH2 content
microstructure
photo conductivity

nHeNe
niR
dHeNe (nm)
d1R (nm)
Tsample COC)
[SiHx] (%)
[SiH] (%)
[SiH2] (%)
R
1
crP (Ocm)"

dark conductivity

crd (Ocmr'

photo sensitivity

cr/crd

activatien energy
mobility-lifetime

Ea (eV)

thickness

jl't

2

(cm V

1
)

RS133
3.6
3.2
490
495
260-230
22.4
9.2
16.5
0.42
6·108·10-l.J

RS134
3.9
3.3
470
459
280-240
17.1
8.3
8.7
0.30
7·10-'

RS135
3.85
3.1
470
478
280-240
20.4
7.3
13.2
0.42
6·10-

1·10- 11

2·10- 11

RS136
3.9
3.2
500
461
280-240
20.9
7.3
10.9
0.38
4·10-'
7·10-u;

8·10J

7·10..

3·10..

6·10..

1.2
7·10-:t

1.1
4·10-:t

1.1
4·10-:t

0.8
2·10-:t

We see here that some parameters do and some do not repro duce. At first we see that
the substrate temperature is constant due to the rigid deposition procedure. The
thickness of the layers is on average 480 nm and constant within a range of 5%
meaning the growth rate is a constant 8 nm/s. The refractive index measured with
FTIR (n1J is about 3.2 for all four layers; the refractive index measured with in-situ
ellipsometry (nHeNe) however is constant (nHeNe=3.9) for RS134-RS136, but lower
(nHeNe=3.6) for RS133.
As far as the FTIR measurements concerns, we see that the total hydrogen contents as
well as the SiH concentrations spread slightly (17-22% and 7.3-9.2% respectively).
However, the SiH2 concentrations and related to that, the microstructure, vary more
(8.7-16.5% and 0.30-0.42 respectively).
Within the measuring uncertainty, the photo conductivity is constant for the four
layers. However, the dark conductivity and therefore also the photo sensitivity is
different for the layer we deposited first (RS 133). So, we see that most parameters
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reproduce, except for the fi.rst layer. We have to note here that this was the first
deposition after the reactor had been opened. Therefore, we can not really compare
this layer with the next three. To gain more insight in the reproducibility, more layers
at the same and different conditions should be deposited.

Higher temperatures:
In order to obtain even higher
table 4.5: Layer parameters ofRS138.
temperatures than achieved in
layer
RS138
section 4.6, we performed a
refractive index
4.3
nHeNe
deposition (RS 138) in which
3.3
niR
we heated the sample holder
500
thickness
dHeNe (nm)
much longer ( about 30
682
d1R (nm)
minutes) by means of an Ar
600
dTR (nm)
plasma, upto a temperature of
sample temperature
340-280
Tsample ee)
340 oe. At that time the
hydragen content
6.9
[SiHx] (%)
is
sample
temperature
SiH content
[SiH] (%)
4.0
estimated to be 420 oe. Then
[SiH2 ] (%)
0.8
SiH2 content
hydragen and silane were
microstructure
R
0.08
injected tostart the deposition.
1·10-o
The sample temperature is
photo conductivity
crP (.Ocmrl
calculated to be 340 oe at the
2·10-ll
dark conductivity
crd (.Ocmf
start and 280 oe at the end of
5·10..
photo sensitivity
crP/crd
the deposition. The measured
activation energy
1.0
Ea (eV)
layer parameters are listed in
2
1
2·10-ö
mobility-lifetime product J..l't (cm V )
table 4.5. We see here a quite
dramatic quality impravement
In fact all parameters except
for the photo conductivity and the mobility-lifetime product are in the device quality
range! Therefore we can conclude that temperature is a very important deposition
parameter. For this reason we have to give special attention to thermostration in order
to be able to deposit at any desired temperature and keep it constant during
deposition.
If we plot the dark conductivity versus the refractive index with visible light, for the
eight layers discussed in the last two sections (RS 130-RS 136,RS 138), we obtain
figure 4. 19. We see that these points roughl y lie on a straight line; that means, the
lower the refractive index, the lower the dark conductivity. As stated before, we want
the refractive index to be high, and the dark conductivity to be as low as possible.
From this plot we speculate that films with a low refractive index have a bad
microstructure (e.g. columnar) resulting in a low dark conductivity, rather than a high
impurity concentration which would have resulted in a high dark conductivity. The
former effect clearly dominates.
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figure 4.19: Dark conductivity versus rejractive index at HeNe wavelengthfor
RS1130-RS136 andRSJ38.
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5. Conclusions and recommendations

5. 1 Conclusions
•

It is possible to measure the conductivity of thin conducting films without
depositing electrades on the layer by means of the Sommer-Tanner method,
11
provided R<l0 .Q.

•

The conductivity measured with the Sommer-Tanner method is a factor 1.4 higher
than when measured using electrades deposited on the layer and can partially be
explained by the difference in light path between the two.

•

The spectrum of the halogen lamp used to measure photo conductivity does not
match with the AM1.5 sun spectrum and introduces an uncertainty of about a
factor of three.

•

In the determined mobility-lifetime products there is a discrepancy with TSC
measurements of a factor of 40, which can be partially explained by the difference
in the used light intensities.

•

There is a positive relation between dark conductivity and refractive index, which
must be attributed to the film microstructure.

•

The photo conductivity depends linearly on the applied light intensity ("Fl) for all
the deposited layers.

•

Knowing the deposition procedure it is possible to determine the deposition
temperature by using a model.

•

Most important properties of layers deposited under equal process condititions
reproduced within an acceptable margin.

•

The effect of thermostration of the sample holder on substrate temperature is
small, and it is not yet possible to deposit at any desired temperature and keep it
constant during deposition.

•

The best layer properties are obtained at the highest deposition temperature
(300°C). In that case all measured layer properties except for the photo
conductivity and the mobility-lifetime product are in the 'device quality' range.

•

With a circular silane injection ring it is possible to deposit homogeneaus (25%
over 5 cm) layers in contrary to layers deposited with pipe injection.
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•

The angle of incidence in the in-situ ellipsometry set-up can be determined with
an uncertainty of 0.1 °.

5.2 Recommendations
•

When measuring the photo conductivity an uncertainty of about a factor of three
is made due to the poor speetral match. A consideration has to be made whether
this experimental uncertainty is acceptable. We see variations of several orders of
magnitude, so from that point of view the conductivity measurements can be used
as a rough indication of the layer quality. However, for optimizing layer quality
more accuracy is required and measurements with a sun simulator should be done.

•

The measurements performed with IR thermometry have given insight in the heat
characteristics of the deposition reactor. This means that a good estimation of the
substrate temperature of the deposited layers can be made. However, it is of great
importance that we can vary the deposition temperature over a large range, and
keep it constant during deposition. This might be done by improving the contact
of the sample with its holder by means of back flow or glue.

•

Once the thermostratien is under control, a new optimization of the layer quality
should be performed. Especially the optimum deposition temperature should be
determined.
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Appendix A: Software
A1: Listing of photo conductivity measurement program
program Sommer_Tanner_photo _ conductivity;

{$N+}
uses graph,crt,dos;
{$f+}

{$1 tp718}
type
small_array = array[0 .. 5] of integer;
date_array = array[0 .. 5000] of integer,
meet_array = array[0 .. 2500] ofreal;
var
nogmeet, lampoff
: boolean;
vmax, som0,som90,am, bm,aO, bO,
soma, somb, gema, gemb, signa, signb : real;
dl,d2
: meet_array;
parm
: small_array;
aryl, ary2
: date_array;
er, func _no, i, ii,grnum, nr,
count,imin,imax,pacel,pace2,fr, num :integer,
meter, name, datafile, ssom
: string[20];
f
: text;
a
: array[O .. IOO] ofreal;
b
: char;

{***************************************************************************}
procedure pcl718 (func: integer; var a, b, c, d: integer); extemal;

{***************************************************************************}
procedure init_labcard;
begin
parm[O] :=$300;
parm[1]:=2;
parm[2]:=3;
func_no:=O;
pcl718 (func_no, parm[O], aryl[O], ary2[0], er);
if er<>O then
begin
writeln(' lnit_labcard failed! ');
exit
end;
end;

{***************************************************************************}
procedure put_digital_out (d:integer);
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begin
pann[O] :=d;
pann[l]:=O;
func_no:=21;
pc1718(func_no,pann[O],ary 1[O],ary2[0],er);
if er<>O then
begin
writeln('write digital output failedl 1) ;
exit
end;
end;
{***************************************************************************}
PROCEDURE not_graph;
begin
CloseGraph;
DirectVideo :=true;
RestoreCrtMode;
end;
{***************************************************************************}
procedure voltage_in (var dl,d2: meet_array);
begin
for i:=O to nr-1 do
begin
dl[i]:=O;
d2[i]:=O;
end;
pann[O] :=0;
pann[l]:=l;
pcl718(1, pann[O], aryl[O], ary2[0], er);
if er<>O then
begin
writeln (' set voltage input channel failed ! 1) ;
writeln(er);
exit
end;
pann[O]:=pacel;
pann[l]:=pace2;
func_no:=l7;
pcl718(func_no,pann[O],ary 1[O],ary2[0],er);
if er<>O then begin writeln(1set pacer failedl 1) ; exit end;
pann[O] :=2 *nr,
pann[2]:=1;
func_no := 4;
pcl718(func_no, pann[O], aryl[O], ary2[0], er);
if er<>O then
begin
writeln ( 1 read voltage input failed ! 1 ) ;
exit
end;
for i:=O to nr-1 do
begin
dl [i] :=-IO*aryl [2 *i]/2048;
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d2[i+ l]:=-10*aryl[2*i+ 1]/2048;
end;
end;
{**************************************************************************}
PROCEDURE init_screen;
VAR

grapbic_device,
graphic_mode , code: integer;

begin
graphic_device := Detect;
InitGraph (graphic_device, graphic_mode, 'd:\twbo\');
Code := Graphresult;
IF Code <> grOk
THEN
begin
writeln('BGI-driver not found: ',Grapherrormsg(Code));
readln;
end;
setcolor (white);
setfillstyle (solidfill, black);
directvideo:=false;
end;
{**************************************************************************}
PROCEDURE clear_screen;
begin
SetFillStyle(SolidFill, Black);
Bar(0,0,700,300);
end;
{***************************************************************************}
PROCEDURE draw_pixel (t,v:real);
var
xc,yc:integer;
begin
setcolor(white);
setlinestyle(solidln,O,normwidth);
xc:=round(t*550/(imax-imin)+50);

ü grnum= 1 then
begin
yc:=round(-v* 150/(1.2*vmax)+ 170);
ü ((50<xc) and (xc<700) and (20<yc) and (yc<270)) then
begin
Moveto(xc-2,yc);
lineto(xc+2,yc);
Moveto(xc,yc-2);
lineto(xc,yc+2);
end;
end else
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begin
yc:=round(-v*l25/(3)+ 145);
if ((50<xc) and (xc<700) and (20<yc) and (yc<270)) then
begin
Moveto(xc-2,yc-2);
lineto(xc+2,yc+2);
Moveto(xc-2,yc+2);
lineto(xc+2,yc-2);
end;
end;
end;
{***************************************************************************}
procedure draw_graph;
var s:string[4];
ss:string[8];
tel:integer;
frl :integer;
begin
repeat
voltage_in(dl,d2);
imin:=l;
imax:=lOO;
Vmax:=O;
tel:=O;
i:=O;
repeat
i:=i+l;
if ((dl [i]*dl [i-1]<=0) and (dl [i]>dl[i-1])) then
tel:=tel+l;
if dl[i]>vmax then Vmax:=dl[i];
until ((tel=4) or (i=nr-1));
tel:=O;
i:=O;
repeat
i:=i+ 1;
if ((dl[i]*dl[i-1]<=0) and (dl[i]>dl[i-1])) then
begin
tel:=tel+ 1;
if tel= 1 then imin:=i;
if tel=4 then imax:=i;
repeat
i:=i+ 1;
until ((dl[i]>0.5*vmax) or (i=nr-1));
end;
until ((tel=4) or (i=nr-1));
if imax-imin<O then begin imax:=lOO; imin:=l; end;
bar(20,15,40,30);
bar(l0,315,40,325);
bar(580,330,620,340);
str(round(l.2*vmax),s);
outtextxy(20, 15,s);
str(-round(l.2*vmax),s);
outtextxy(l0,315,s);
str(imax-imin,s);
outtextxy(580,330,s);
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frl :=round(1.5e6/(imax-imin)/pace llpace2);
str(frl,ss);
setfillstyle(solidfill, 4 );
setcolor(O);
bar(100,365, 140,375);
outtextxy(100,365,ss);
setfillstyle(solidfill,O);
setcolor(15);
until ((abs(fr-frl) < 0.05*fr) or (abs(fr-frl)<=l));
end;
{**************************************************************************}
PROCEDURE draw_window;
V AR schaal : string[6];
a
: string[3];
b
: string[4];
test_r : real;
test_int,i : integer;
begin
init_screen;
clear_screen;
setcolor(15);
SetLineStyle(Solid.Ln,O,normWidth);
rectangle(50,20,600,320);
Line(50, 170,600, 170);
SetTextSty1e(DefaultFont,HorizDir, 1);
for i:=O to 2 do
begin
Line(45,20+ 150*i,50,20+ 150*i);
end;
outtextxy(20, 170, '0');
Line(50,320,50,325);
Line(600,320,600,325);
outtextxy(50,330,'0');
str(nr,a);
outtextxy(580,330,a);
Outtextxy(20,50,'V');
setfillstyle(solidfil1,4);
setcolor(O);
bar(50,350,600,390);
outtextxy(80,365,'f=');
outtextxy(180,358,'Lamp');
outtextxy(257,358,'1 =');
outtextxy(257,373,'1 =');
outtextxy(263,363,'in');
outtextxy(265 ,3 78, 'uit');
outtextxy(407,358,'1 =');
outtextxy(407,373,'1 =');
outtextxy(413,363 ,'in');
outtextxy(415,378,'uit');
line(407 ,355,430,355);
line(407,371,435,371);
line(385,350,385,390);
line(235,350,235,390);
line(150,350, 150,390);
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outtextxy(455,362,'Press');
outtextxy(455,372,'space');
setfillstyle(solidfill,O);
setcolor(l5);
end;
{**************************************************************************}
PROCEDURE fourier (var a2,b2 ,a, b: real);
var
i, j, n , yc: integer;
al,bl,fi,somcl, somsl, terml, soms2, somc2, term2 : real;
ym,yr,xc:real;
begin
somsl:=O; somcl:=O; soms2:=0; somc2:=0;
n:=imax-imin;
for i:=O to n do
begin
terml:=dl[i+imin];
somsl :=somsl +terml *sin(6*pi*i/n);
somcl :=somcl +terml *cos(6*pi*i/n);
term2:=d2 [i+imin];
soms2:=soms2+term2*sin(6*pi*(i-0.5)/n);
somc2:=somc2+term2*cos(6*pi*(i-0.5)/n);
end;
al :=2*(somcl)/n;
b 1:=2*(somsl)/n;
a2:=2*(somc2)/n;
b2:=2*(soms2)/n;
fi:=arctan(allb 1);
a:=cos(fi)*a2-sin(fi)*b2;
b:=sin(fi)*a2+cos(fi)*b2;
if lampoff then
begin
bar(51,21,599, 169);
bar(51,171,599,319);
Line(50, 170,600, 170);
setcolor(l4);
end else
setcolor(3);
if lampoff then
begin
for j:=O to 100 do
begin
i:=round(5.5*j);
ifi=O then i:=l;
if i=550 then i:=549;
yr:=al *cos(6*pi*i/550-fi)+bl *sin(6*pi*i/550-fi);
yc:=round(-yr*l50/(1.2*vmax)+ 170);
if ((yc>20) and (yc<320)) then
if i= 1 then moveto(i+50,yc) else lineto(i+SO,yc);
end;
end;
for j:=O to 100 do
begin
i:=round(5.5*j);
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if i=O then i:= 1;
if i=550 then i:=549;
ym:=a2*cos(6*pi*i/550-fi)+b2*sin(6*pi*i/550-fi);
yc:=round(-ym*150/(1.2*vmax)+ 170);
if ((yc>20) and (yc<320)) then
ifi=1 then moveto(i+50,yc) e1se 1ineto(i+50,yc);
end;
setco1or(15);
end;
{***************************************************************************}
procedure1ockin;
var ssom:string[28];
teller,factor:integer;
xc,yc:integer;
y:real;
begin
fourier(am,bm,aO,bO);
setfillstyle(solidfill,4);
setcolor(O);
str(b0:2:5,ssom);
bar(300,355,364,383);
outtextxy(300,358,ssom);
str(a0:2:5,ssom);
outtextxy(300,373,ssom);
setfillstyle(solidfill,O);
setcolor(15);
end;
{*******************************HOOFDPROGRAMMA******************************
}
begin
clrscr;
repeat
clrscr;
write('Please, import the frequency (0 to stop) ');
readln(fr);
iffr=O then beginput_digital_out(O); exit; end;
iffr<>O thenpace1:=round(sqrt(7.5e3/fr));
pace2:=pace1;
ifpace1<4 then beginpace1:=4; pace2:=4; end;
ifpace1>250 then begin pace1:=250; pace2:=250; end;
if fr<>O then nr:= 1O*round(3 e6/fr/pace l/pace2);
if nr>2500 then nr:=2500;
draw_window;
nosound;
count:=1;
init_1abcard;
b:=chr(O);
repeat
repeat
put_digital_out(3);
1ampoff:=true;
setfillsty1e(solidfill,4);
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setcolor(O);
bar(l80,370,205,380);
outtextxy(l83,370,'off');
setfillstyle(solidfill,O);
setcolor(l5);
delay(500);
draw_graph;
lockin;
signa:=aO;
signb:=bO;
put_digital_out(O);
lampoff:=false;
setfillstyle(solidfill,4);
setcolor(O);
bar(l80,370,205,380);
outtextxy(l87,370,'on');
setfillstyle(solidfill,O);
setcolor(l5);
delay(500);
draw_graph;
lockin;
signa:=aO-signa;
signb:=bO-signb;
ifb<>chr(O) then
begin
setfillstyle(solidfill, 4);
setcolor(O);
soma:=soma+signa;
somb :=somb+signb;
num:=num+l;
gema:=somalnum;
gemb:=somb/num;
str(gemb:2:5,ssom);
bar(450,350,550,385);
outtextxy(530,362, 'Esc');
outtextxy(530,372, 'to stop');
outtextxy(450,358,ssom);
str(gema:2:5,ssom);
outtextxy(450,373,ssom);
setfillstyle(solidfill,O);
setcolor(15);
end;
until keypressed;
soma:=O;
somb:=O;
num:=O;
b:=readkey;
until b=chr(27);
not_graph;
until fr=O;
put_digital_out(O);
end.
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A2: Listing of dark conductivity measurement program
program darkconductivity;

{$N+}
uses graph,crt,dos;
{$f+}
{$1 tp718}

type
small_array = array[0 .. 5] of integer;
date_array = array[O .. IOO] of integer;
var
: small_array;
parm
: date_array;
aryl, ary2
:integer;
er, func_no, i, count
: real;
full_scale, r, sigma, V ,d
: string[20];
meter, name, datafile
: text;
f
: array[1..5000] ofreal;
temp,sigm
: boolean;
0

{***************************************************************************}
procedure pcl718 (func: integer; var a, b, c, d: integer); external;

{***************************************************************************}
procedure init_labcard;
begin
parm[O] :=$300;
parm[l]:=2;
parm[2]:=3;
func_no:=O;
pc1718 (func_no, parm[O], aryl[O], ary2[0], er);
if er<>O then
begin
writeln(' Init_labcard failed ! ');
exit
end;
end;

{***************************************************************************}
procedure put_digital_out (d:integer);
begin
parm[O]:=d;
parm[l]:=O;
func_no:=21;
pcl718(func_no,parm[O],ary 1[O],ary2[0],er);
if er<>O then
begin
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writeln('write digital output failed! 1) ;
exit
end;
end;

{***************************************************************************}
function voltage_in (chan: integer): real;
{channelnumber: T: 12, Al: 14, A2: 15}
begin
func_no := 1;
pann[O] :=chan;
pann[l]:=chan;
pcl718(func_no, pann[O], aryl[O], ary2[0], er);
if er<>O then
begin
writeln (' set voltage input channel failed ! 1) ;
writeln( er);
exit
end;
func_no := 3;
pcl718(func_no, pann[O], aryl[O], ary2[0], er);
if er<>O then
begin
writeln ( 1 read voltage input failed ! 1 ) ;
exit
end;
voltage_in := -pann[O]* 10/2047;
end;
{**************************************************************************}
PROCEDURE init_screen;
VAR

grapbic_device,
graphic_mode , code: integer;

begin
graphic_device := Detect;
lnitGraph (graphic_device, graphic_mode, 1d:\turbo\ 1) ;
Code := Graphresult;
IF Code <> grOk
THEN
begin
writeln(1BGI-driver not found: 1,Grapherrormsg(Code));
readln;
end;
setcolor (white);
setfillstyle (solidfill, black);
directvideo :=false;
end;
{**************************************************************************}
PROCEDURE clear_screen;
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begin
SetFillStyle(Solid.Fill,3);
Bar(0,20,640,450);
end;
{***************************************************************************}
PROCEDURE not_graph;
begin
CloseGraph;
DirectVideo:=true;
RestoreCrtMode;

end;
{**************************************************************************}

PROCEDURE draw_window;
VAR schaal : string[6];
a
: string[3];
b
: string[4];
test_r : real;
test_int,i : integer;
begin
init_screen;
clear_screen;
setcolor(15);
SetLineStyle(SolidLn,O,normWidth);
rectangle(0,20,639,450);
rectangle(50,40,600,340);
SetTextStyle(DefaultFont,HorizDir, 1);
for i:=O to 6 do
begin
Line(45,40+50*i,50,40+50*i);
outtextxy(10,40+50*i,'l0');
str( -i-5,a);
outtextxy(20,30+50*i,a);
end;
for i:=O to 7 do
begin
line(l00+round(i*71.4),340,100+round(i*71.4),345);
str(2.2+i/5,b);
outtextxy(80+round(i*71.4),350,b);
end;
Line(50,340,50,345);
Line(600,340,600,345);
set.fillstyle(so lidfill, 4);
setcolor(white);
bar(50,370,600,410);
rectangle(49,369,601,411);
outtextxy(80,378,'0ven');
outtextxy(l60,378,'T=');
line(235,370,235,410);
line(l50,370,150,410);
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setfillstyle(solidfill,O);
setcolor(15);
end;
{***************************************************************************}

PROCEDURE draw_pixel (t,ge:real);
var
xc,yc:integer;
begin
setcolor(white);
setlinestyle(solidln,O,nonnwidth);
xc:=round((t-2.1)*550/1.5+50);
yc:=round((-ln(ge)/ln(I0)-5)*50+40);
if ((50<xc) and (xc<600) and (40<yc) and (yc<340)) then
begin
Moveto(xc-2,yc);
lineto(xc+2,yc);
Moveto(xc,yc-2);
lineto(xc,yc+2);
end;
end;
{***************************************************************************}
function temp 1 :real;
var i: integer;
t: real;
begin
t :=0;
for i:= 1 to 50 do
begin
t := t + voltage_in(0)/2;
delay(IO);
end;
t := t/50;
T:=(T+0.45)*100/1.03; {ijking 23-2: t=O,v=-0.45; t=100,v=0.58}
tempi :=t;
end;
{***************************************************************************}
PROCEDURE writetemp(tl :real);
var
stl :string[6];
tt:string[15];
begin
str(tl :4: 1,stl);
setfillstyle(solidfil1,4);
setcolor(white);
bar(180,378,220,390);
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outtextxy(l80,378,stl);
end;
{***************************************************************************}
procedure draw_graph;
var i:integer;
begin
draw_window;
for i:= I to count-1 do
begin
draw_pixel(temp[i],sigm[i]);
end;
end;
{***************************************************************************}
procedure sig; { 1/(ohm*cm) }
var
r: real;
begin
while voltage_in(3) > 9.5 do
begin
sound(600);
delay(300);
nosound;
not_graph;
writeln('Please, increase scale and import it here');
readln(full_scale);
draw_graph;
end;
while voltage_in(3) < 2 do
begin
sound(600);
delay(300);
nosound;
not_graph;
writeln('Please, decrease scale and import it here');
readln (full_scale);
draw_graph;
end;
r:= Vl((voltage_in(3))*full_scale/10);
sigma :=0.025/d/r; {sigma=lbNad; elektode: a=20 mm,
b=0.5 mm}
end;
{***************************************************************************}
procedure measure;
var
tl,t2,ttl,tt2 :real;
begin
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repeat
tl:=temp1;
writetemp(tl);
until ((round(tl)<>i) or (keypressed));
i:=round(tl);
sig;
tl:=temp1;
tt1 :=1000/(273+t1);
temp[count]:=tt1;
sigm[count] :=sigma;
count:=count+ 1;
draw_pixel(tt1,sigma);
writeln(f,tt1:8:3,sigma:9);
end;

{***************************************************************************}
procedure annealing_sample;
var
hb,he,mb,me,m,sb,se,hundb,hunde: word;
ms:string[2];
b:char;
begin
draw_window;
put_digital_out(1); {oven}
outtextxy(90,390,'on');
o:=true;
i:=round(temp1);
repeat
measure;
until i> 160;
i:=round(temp1);
repeat
repeat
delay(500);
outtextxy(250,378,'Put on pump and');
outtextxy(250,390,'Press q');
delay(500);
setfillstyle(solidfi11,4);
bar(250,378,380,400);
unti1 keypressed;
b:=readkey;
until b='q';
gettime(hb, mb, sb, hundb );
repeat
repeat
outtextxy(250,378,'Press q to finish annealing');
gettime(he,me,se,hunde);
m:=me+60-mb;
if m>59 then m:=m-60;
str(m,ms);
outtextxy(250,390,'Annealing for');
bar(370,390,395,400);
outtextxy(370,390,ms);
outtextxy(400,390,'min.');
measure;
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until keypressed;
b:=readkey;
until b='q';
bar(250,378,500,400);
put_digital_out(8); {pump}
bar(85,390,120,400);
outtextxy(85,390,'off);
o:=false;
end;
{***************************************************************************}
procedure meas_dkc_single;
begin
{opwarmen}
armealing_sample;
{koelen}
i:=round(templ);
repeat
measure;
until i<40;
not_graph;
end;
{***************************************************************************}
{******** Main Program*********}
begin
nosound;
count:=l;
clrscr;
init_labcard;
put_digital_out(O);
writeln ('WELCOME TO THE DARK CONDUCTIVITY MEASUREMENT PROGRAM ');
writeln;
writeln ('Import filename to save results');
readln (name);
datafile:=name+'.dat';
assign (f,datafile);
rewrite(t);
writeln; writeln;
writeln ('Apply voltage on sample ');
writeln ('Import voltage here');
readln (V);
writeln;
writeln ('Import the thickness of the film in nm: ');
readln(d);
d:=d*le-7;
{d in cm}
writeln;
writeln ('Set electrometerscale in proper position, and give me the scale');
readln ( full_scale);
writeln;
writeln('Put on oven and start measurement by pressing any key');
repeat until keypressed;
meas_dkc_single;
close(i);
end.
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Tongsten ribbon lamp

Appendix 8: Tungsten ribbon lamp
The used tungsten ribbon lamp, has been calibrated by the 'Dienst van het ijkwezen'.
The lamp was used at a current of 8.67 A, corresponding toa radiation temperature of
1600 oe (1873 K). From this, the true temperature as well as the radiated energy
density (de Vos factors) can be determined. This is done in table B.1 and figure B.l.
Lamp: Philips W2KGV22i.
series number: T232/92.
I= 8.76 A.
Trad= 1873 K.
Ttrue = 2014 K.

table B.l: Radiated energy density (de Vos factors) vs. wavelength.
N deVos (Jffi -~.Sr-1.m -1.S-1)

A.(nm)
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figure B.l: Radiated energy density vs. wavelengthand 5th order polynomial
regressiondata (400-800 nm).
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Ellipsometric angle of incidence

Appendix C: Ellipsametrie angle of incidence
In this appendix, the determination procedure of the angle of incidence of the laser
beam in the ellipsometry setup is explained.
Because the orientation of the sample inside the vessel can not be determined, we
measure the angle of incidence, by determination of the orientation of the incident
and reflected laser beam. It is convenient to be able to move the laser and detector,
while aligning befere a deposition, so we determine the positions of the laser beams at
four fixed points inspace (grids). These grids are:
-A: position of the laser beam as it passes through a pinhole, placed in front of the
laser,
-B: position ofthe laser beam as it passes the entrance window,
-C: position of the laser beam as it passes the exit window,
-D: position ofthe laser beam as it hits a measuring pen, placed on a rail crossing the
laser beam.
We have to note here, that only the horizontal positions are important, since the
incident and refractive laser beams are in the same plane, independent of the angle of
incidence.
In a calibration measurement, we determine the angle of incidence (<p0) of an arbitrary
sample, and mark the positions of the laser beams on the grids in that case. Then, in a
different experiment, the angle of incidence (<p) can be determined, by measuring the
displacements of the laser beams relative to this calibration measurement. This is
shown in figure C.l
calibration path

sample

arbitrary path
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D

rail

/

/~ / /

8
_I---

... ...

_q,s. - - - - •s
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I
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I_ •
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detector

', L'

. . . t .......

------ ___a_1
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....................

laser

- -.' ,.,
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figure C 1: Determination of the angle of incidence.

The positions of the reference marks on the grids are determined by projecting them
to the floor and measuring their distances.
Now, the determination of the angle of incidence in the calibration experiment (<p0)
will be shown step by step (symbols are explained in figure C.l ):
• As the laser is placed on a rotating table, so the angle can be determined
accurately, we can determine a 1 as fellows:
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1
~= j_<=>
f3 arcsin[ ~ sin a;)
f3
=

sin al

sm

11

a 1 =a;+ {3
We measured: 11=:=2852 mm
11 =361 mm

a1 *=15.20°
From this we can calculate: a 1=17.09°
• We can determine a2 as follows:

t

a 2 ; arcsi{ sin a 1)
with, 1: = 112 + l~- 21112 cosa1
We measured: 12 =1298 mm
So we can calculate: 15=1679 and a1=13.13°
• We can determine a 3 as follows:
2

4 )
3
5
a 3 = arccos( P+P-1
2lis

We measured: 13=781 mm
lr929 mm
So we can calculate: a3 =11.93°
• Now we can determine ({Jo as follows:
rn = 180-al -a2 -a3
't'O

2

So we can calculate: (/)0=68.93°
Now, we have to see what happens if the spots on the grids move horizontal distauces
d 1.. d 4 perpendicular to the laser beams. Therefore we express the coordinates of the
spots intheir x- and y-axis projections. The origin of this coordinate system is grid A.
The y-axis is along line AB; the x-axis perpendicular to that. Then the coordinates of
the calibrated spots are:

Ax=O,
Bx=O,
Cx=-l1sina1 +l3sin2<po.
Dx=-l1sinaz,

Ay=O,
By =12'
Cy =l1cosa1 +l3cos2 <p0,
Dy=l1cosa1.

On the 4th grid, the position of the laser beam (d4) is measured with a pen on a rail
making an angle (} with the laser beam. The projection of d4 to an axis perpendicular
to the calibrated beam renders the true displacement (} has been found to be 36.40°.
The coordinates ofthe over a distance d1.• d4 displaced spots are now given by:

Ax:=dz,
Bx =d1,
Cx =Cx+d3cos2({Jo.
Dx =Dx+d4sin(Jcos2<po.
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Ay,=O,
BY.=/2,
Cy .=Cy-d3sin2 ({Jo.
Dy =Dy-d4sin(}sin2({Jrr
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,[ ,l [, ,rl

The angle of incidence is than given by
B -A

(/1

=! arcfan ~
2

C -D

~ -! arcfan ~

B -A
x
x

2

C -D
x
x

=
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Thermostration

Appendix D: Thermostratien
In order to determine the substrate temperature during deposition a simple
thermadynamie model is used. In thermadynamie equilibrium we can write for the
silicon substrate temperature (T8):
(D.1)
with,
3
p=mass density=2.33 g/cm ,
cp=specific heat=0.76 J/gK,
d8 =substrate thickness=O. 5 mm,
12
2 4
cr=Stefan-Boltzmann's constant=5.670·10· W/cm K ,
QP=plasma flux,
Th=substrate holder temperature,
T0=surrounding temperature
a=heat transfer coefficient,
E80, Esh=emisivity between substrate and respectivily surrounding and substrate helder,
So, ifwe know QP, Th, Ta. a, E80, and Esh we can calculate Ts as a function of time by
solving the differential equation (D.1). We can accurately measure the substrate
temperature by means of IR thermometry. Then the parameters are measured as
fellows:

•

T0 : The surrounding temperature is estimated to be 20 °C.

•

Th: Because of the relatively large mass of the substrate holder (0.49 kg), its
temperature doesn't change rapidly and can be measured by means of a
thermocouple.
QP: Measure the heating rate of the substrate when the the substrate and the holder
are cold: T8 =Th=T0 . then Qp=pcpds·dTsldt. We measured:
2
Ar/H2/SiH4=55/0/0: Qp=0.5 W/cm
2
Ar/H2/SiH4=55/10/0: Qp=0.25 W/cm
2
Ar/H2/SiH4=55/10/6: Qp=0.25 W/cm
E80 : Measure the equilibrium temperature (dTsldt=O) of the substrate that is not
attachted to the sample holder (a=O and Esh=O). Then QP=s80cr(T/-T/). Because
we know QP we can calculate: E80=0.7.
E8h: Eho can be measured in the same way as E80, and then Esh can be calculated
according to [19] as: Jlssh= lls 80+1/shrrl. We found sh0=0.34, so Esh=0.30.
a: If we calculate the different terros in (D .1) for the different measurements it is
abtairred that the this equation can only be fulfilled if the conduction term (the
one with a) is much smaller than the radiation terros (the ones with s), therefore
we neglect heat transfer through conduction.

•

•

•
•

Now we know all the parameters of the model, the substrate temperature at any time
in the deposition procedure can he calculated.
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